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Objectives: . C '('l\O e .

~1 Oescnbe the nature of the chem cal bond and its r~:atior.ship to valenc.e
electrons.

2. Compare ionic ard covalent bO'ldlng.
3. Use dot diagrams tc represent ionic and covalent compounds.
4. Use cornoarsons of elecjronecatwrties of atoms in order to predict the

nature of bondlr,g
S. Compare and conrast me propertJes of ionic and covalent compounds
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.A. tom 5 combine to form compounds in two genera I wavs In boLh cases, the ·'f'.rdL }
position of one or more electr'ons in the valence shell of each combining atom IS
a IterE:j. .

chem ical bond-- a force of attraction that holds two atorns together and
which develops between them when shifts in the 'ocation
of their valence electrons occ ur

The formation and breaking of cherrucal bonds occur during chemical reacuons.

,*Ouring chemical reactions, atoms will lose, gain, or- share valence ele~1rcns so ~ 'Ij;~
that each type. of atom involved in the reaction aquires the stable electron . ,.t:. i~ ~ QI..\\ U
confiqurauon of the noble gas nearest the element In the periodic table ~f<>~ ~,~

Except for helium, the electron configuration of the valence shell of e ll the noble ~~
gases is ~ p5. This arrangement of ve lence elec1rons is referred to as the. stable
onet of elec1rons (meaning the atom has the maximum number of eight valence
electrons ).



octet rule (ru Ie of eight}- the tendency of va lence electrons to reerrance themselves
during chem ical reactions so that each atom involved in
the reactJon ends up with a stable octet

Ionic Bonding
In one of the ways by which atoms combine to form compounds, e lecjrons

from the valence shell of an atom of one element are ranste-reo to the valence shell
of an atom of another element

The atom that gives away its va lence electr"ons will become an ion with a net
positive cnarce (cation) equal to the number ofelecirons lostby the atom,

The atom the t accepts electrons into its valence shell Will become an ion with a
net negative Charge (anion) equal to the number of electrons gained by the atom,

The opposite electrical charges on the cation and anion will cause them to be
attracted to each other and to form an ionic compound The chemical bond that holds
the canon and anion together is called an ionic bond,

Tne simplest kind of chemical reaction leading to the formation of oru; bonos
occurs between, a metal on the far left of the periodic table and a norrneiaor the far
right On one nano the atoms of metals lose electrons readily because m(:.tals have
low ionization energies (energy required to remove electrons trom a neutral atom). On
the other hand, the atoms of nonmetals gain electrons because most nonmetals have
a strong ett ecuon for e lee-trons,

During a reaction between a metal and a nonmetal, electrons in orbitals in
the valence s;lell of the metal are transferred to orbitals in the valence shell of
the normetal so that each atom is able to form a stable octet.

Metals vlith atomic numbers lower than 5 do not follow the octetrule. They will
form ionic bonds by losing-enough valence electrons so that their electron
configurations match tha.t of the noble ga.s helium.

IQDic bonQ_s involv~ !!;~ loss or gain of
valence electrons. <>(@Q_c+mn T,-c.vYl~~ t
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A good example of ionic bondin . ..v>d ec.J.~
rfiol'aSSIUm(K),which is a metal and Ch~Oc~n(bCesee~ In the reaction between
Igure below. I nne I), which is a nonmetal as is seen in the
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Note that 'tile potassium atom has one valence electron. It needs to lose this
electron 10 have the electron configuration of the nearest noble gas, argon. The
chlorine atom has seven valence electrons. It needs to gain one electron 10 have the
elec1ron configuration oj \he nearest noble gas, argon. Toe transfer of 1I1e~5 electron
trom \he polass

ium
atom to IDe half-filled 3p orbital of 1I1echlorine atom produces 1I1e

smote OClet01 electronS In \he ~a\ence shells of bolD aiDms

I



The loss of an electron by the potassium atom produces the K+ cation,
The gain of an electron by the chlorine atom produces the CI- anion,

K+ + CI - --------------------> KCI (potassium chloride)

IUs the electrostatic force of attraction between opposnefy charged particles
in an ionic compound mat bonds cations to anions, This force is the ionic bond, Ionic
bonds are also called electrovalent bonds,
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Covalent BondinQ

Another way in which atoms combine to form compounds Involves one or more
pairs ofeleclfons that move close enouoh to the nuclei of two atoms so that they are
attracted by the nuclei of both atoms simultaneously,

Usually--but notalways--one of the eiectrons in such a pair comes frorr the
valence shell of an atom of one element, and the other electron comes trom the
valence shell of an atom of the other element Electrons that are posttoneo between
two atoms in trus way are sa Id to be shared electrons.

When electrons are shared between two atoms) they are in a lower energy
state than when they are attracted to the nucleus of only one atom. This sharing of
electr'ons, which IS called a covalent bond, produces a force of anrecton that rick's
the atoms together, When such a bond ISformed, the energy of each of the
covalently bonded atoms decreases
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When atoms are involved in cova lent bonding, a va lence orb ita I containing an

electron from one atom overlaps a valence orbital containing a valence electron from
another atom. Because the nuc lei of both atoms have a pes itive charge, they are
attracted to the shared concerrraton of negative charge that exists between them.
This attraction of the nuc lei of both atoms for the concentration of negative"'
charge is the covalent bond that binds the atoms together.

The simplest example of covalent bonding can be seen in the hydrogen
molecule(H2) : .

hydrogen hydrog~n
nucleus nucleus.
(positively (positively
char9ed) . : ·charged)

. . ."',

, )yitqi;,;J )JJI1!J:'','"';';;;~f2L,:1~~;~~?'
.. :: -cencentraticn -... .::: .. : ': .

of negative . -"
charge

When a covalentbond is formed be'tHeen two hydrogen atoms) there is an
overlapping of two 5 elec1ron clouds. These two elec1rons are attracted to both
nvorccer rille.lel at the same time and are therefore shared between the atoms.
In this arranoernent, the two electrons.and the two nuclei are in a lower energy state
than when anranged as separate atoms. Because of this lowering of energy, a stable
covalentbond forms between them. The energy that appears to be lost by both

• aton.s IS actually stored in the covalent bond.
The result of this covalent bond, a hydrogen molecule, can be represented in

any of the follOWing ways:

Molecular formula.
It shows that there
are two atoms of H in
the molecule.

Dot diagram. Each
dot represents one
valence electron.
Each hydrogen
atom contributes
one valence electron
to the bond.

Structural
formula. The
dash represents
a covalent bond,
or one pair of
shared electrons.

HlH
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As is true of ionic bonding, atoms usually require a s1ableoctet of electrons in
their valence shells during covalent bonding. However, the stable octet con1ainsthe
shared electrons as well as those that are unshared. When counting electrons in a
stable octet, a shared pair is counted twice, once in the octet of the atom on one
side of the covalent bond and once in the octet of the atom on the other si~ of
the bond.

j

Other examples of covalent bonding:

(I)

lefore bonding
2s

11 III"I fTrri II(i 11 II
2s

2 fluorine atems: IT] OJ]
h-------l-------' .

I
I• cyertlp
I
I

After bonding I

,2s2s

11 IItl li):::1:::[1iIIIF2 molecule: IT] 1] OJ]
--v- ---'

octet·:·~ ~tet

y Y
(b) • I*/.
BefOre bonding

x- ~- x
2 fluorine atoms: ,

t
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Figure 15·8
londing in fM fluorlM, f,b ",o/~
cui •. Ov@rlapof the half·filled 2p Of·
bitals in N-n atom accounts for tM
formation of iI covalent bond in ~2'

(I) Orbital diagram repr@sentltion of
. the formation of the covalent bond in
F,. Note tNt by sNring I vllence
electron, each atom Icquires I stable
octet in its Yllence shell. (b) Electron·
,cloud representation.

After bonding
F2 molecule:
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!.. Substances with atoms held together by covalent bonds are called molecular
substances. Molecular substances are composed of molecules, not ions, There eXISt
many more molecular substances than ionic substances

PolyatcmlC ~
An Ion that is made up of more than one atom is cauec a polyatomic ion. Like

other ions, they can have a net pos.tve or net negative charge. A polyatomic ion with
a negative charge has aqureo electr'ons n-om an outside source en-om atoms not
come ined In the polyatom ic Ion) A polyatom ic Ion with a positive charge has lost
elecrons to other atoms not contained In the pofyaiorruc Ion.

The atoms In polyatomic ions are covalently bonded to each other. In reactions,
polyatorT:lc Ions genera!ly behave as if they were single atoms, Examples of
pclyatomic ions are the hydroxide on, OH-, nitr'ate or. N03··, and the carbonate Ion)
iO 2- .
v 3 .

C08"di'i51.e (ova !pnt bOf!ds
Coordinate covalent bonds are formed when the two shared electrons form Ing

e covzeru bond are boUi ccnatsc by the same atom Once formed, these bonds are
::0 d,~erent tner oro.oerv :::ovalem cones except for the soiree of the electrons
form me the bono
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cl.loride
iun

amn.oniuu. l':tl.)riJ~, l',tIl'l,
Yo ~lL(, crystt.Iline solid

Multiple bonds'
Not a II bonds are based on the formatJon of 5 ing Ie bonds (the sharing of one

pair of electrons) Some substances are bonded by sharing two or three pa irs of
electrons,

double bond- when two pa irs of electrons are shared between atoms
trip Ie bond- when three pa irs of electrons are shared be'bNeen atoms

.._-------_._-

-. ..
Ii H

or )C=l(
IJ 11

II II.. "

II II

Co) ('tit) :.l'

or H -C=C-· H
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ElectronegatJvlty end 80ndinQ'
Electronegauvity IS a measure of the ability of an atom of an element that is

cnemically bonded with another element to attract electrons to i15elf.

.'
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\a Mg 3

Below is a table that lists the electronegatlvltJes of the eieme cts

13 14 15 16 17
~ ~ I ~---H-~-~-i
~~--~~~~~~~
1S 1.8 2.1 2.5 I' 3.0 I
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Li fi~
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1\ Cu Sc
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nb Sr
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Fr Ha '\c-~o

Cer3,n lrEr',ds Jrl ins BCle srcuio tE ObVIOUS Notice uiat eiecroneoauvnes
mcre5s~ as you rr.cve irom let to right across the periodic table and that they
de:rease as you move 00W:l a far;- Ily or ,-;;;roup. .

Tne dlffere r:,ce between tr'o? electrcnegatJYIl.E5 of two atoms in a bond can be
usee as e gUide C oeterrn Ine :he cegree of electron shannq in the bona. In other
words, uus diffErenCE-can be used to ;xealCl the tJpe of bond that will most bkely form
between two etor.s

As the difference increases, the degree of sharing decreases.

If the difference in electronegativities between the two bonding atoms is
0.2 or less, the pair of bonding electrons is shared equally and thus the type of
bond they will form is a covalent bond.

On the other hand, if the difference between electronegativities is 1.7 or
greater, the electron is transferred from one atom to the next and thus the type
of bond they will form is an ionic bond.

[ the element with greater electr"onegatJvity will become the anion and the
,element With lesser electronegatJvlty will become the cation]

Bonds with electronegativity differences between O.~and 1.6 are
cons idered to be covalent but with an unequal sharing of electrons and thus they
are called po lar covalent bonds. Elettronegativity difference

4.Cl

~"fliWFWSc.!gee,rg· 'Q

'('.j J V

:.:.:.:..:...::L__j

~ ,-__-------------J~ ~ )~J
Polar cov.:;lent
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Polar covalent bonds'

When electrons are shared unequally, the atom With the greater
electronegatJVlty takes on a oarue: negatJve charge and the atom with the lesser
electr'onegatlvrty takes on a partial pos.uvs charge. Thus a bond of this nature has
somewhat negatJve and somewhat posttive poles that together are said to make up a
dipole A bond With a dipole IS called a polar covalent bond or polar bond.

Electron Dot Diagrams

De: olagrams ere usee to show Vo lence elecuons They were developed in the
192~s by G N Lewis so Utey are also called Lewis structures or Lewis dot
diagrams

A oQtdlagram fo:- an etorn conssts ot tne chemical symbo! for the element
s~,ounded oy one or riore dOE n'le chem ICc!symbol represems the kernel of the
atom ( the nuc leus of the atoms and Its inner electrons). Each dot represents one
valence elec rcn In the atom it IS customary to wr'lte the dots in pairs on the four
:'Ides of the svrr.co: as a reminder tllate:ectrons are paired in orbitals.-. .

Morc;.tomic Ions can also be representeo uSing dotdicgrams. As with the dot
dla;wc.ms 70r cl':''yls, the cnern Ical symbol represents the kernel of the ion. Dots are
usee to re;::resem va lence electrons. Square brackets are used to show that an on ,
raTJ"IEr'"mer c. neJ1:31 atom. ISbeing represented With the symbol for Charge located
outs loe of me ore :~e1S
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Prope:tles of Ionic Compcunds
Ionic compounds consist of different types cf Ions bonded to each other by ionic

bonds
prooertJes'

-- high melting pOint
-- conducts electnc Ity when melted or in water solution
-- highly soluble In water
-- insoluble In covalent liquids

Properties of Cova lent Comc.ounds'
Cova lent compounds J also known as molecular compounds, consist of

mGle,:ules conelnlng covalently bonded atoms

-- low melting pomt
-- w.ll r,01 conduct e iectric Ity (insulator)
-- variable SOIUblllLyIn water
-- solublE in ccve lent liaulds

,
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